Mustafa(PBUH) Science and Technology Foundation (MSTF), a member of EURAS intends to hold the 3rd KANS Scientific Competition in 2023. This event aims at finding the best scientific solutions to spot and tackle the challenges of society. Due to this purpose, a novel formation is designed for the upcoming event, in which pavilions would be the core of the event.

The competition is held in 6 main subjects including:
3. ICT & AI.
4. Electronics, and Robotics.
5. Agriculture and Food Industries.

KANS Scientific Competition after holding two rounds and the participation of more than 1000 innovators from over 25 countries, in its third round in 2023 calls for young university students, researchers, technologists, and scholars to solve Islamic world challenges in 6 defined areas.

Young scholars can participate in this competition by submitting their scientific achievements or their innovative solutions for challenges declared by international scientific institutions. Scientific achievements and solutions, in the form of 3 to 5 minute videos, should be uploaded on the competition website kans.mstfdn.org.

In the videos, participants describe a summary of their scientific achievements and suggested solutions. Scientific achievements and solutions could be presented in the form of Idea, Paper, Book, Prototype, MVP, or New product.

The 6 winners will be awarded:
- KANS Medal and Plaque of Appreciation.
- 30-gram Gold Insignia.
- Special privileges for benefiting from MSTF networking platforms as well as Young Scientists Fellowship Program (YSFP) worth $2000.

Submission deadline: **January 20th, 2023.**

For more information, please visit the website: KANS@mstfdn.org or kans.mstfdn.org

---

**EURIE - EURASIA HIGHER EDUCATION SUMMIT (EURAS - main sponsor of EURIE), Schedule to be held on 01-03 March 2023 in Istanbul- Turkey.**

**EURIE 2023 Conference Theme: Reuniting for International Education**

EURIE conference addresses trending topics in internationalization of higher education and higher education management.
1. 50+ sessions of panels, plenary talks, workshops and roundtables to improve your knowledge and exchange ideas.
2. 150 expert speakers and sector leaders to inform and inspire you.
3. You are invited to submit panel and presentation proposals to share best.

Join us at the largest international education exhibition and conference in EURASIA!
- 8th Annual EURIE Summit will be organized on March 1-3 in Istanbul.
- There will be 3 days of exhibition in the Lutfi Kirdar International Convention Center.
- EURIE exhibition offers great opportunities for B2B networking, building new academic partnerships and developing your business.
- There are cost-effective standard booth packages with early-bird registration discount.
- Or we can offer customized stands for country pavilions and associations.

**Why Attend EURIE?**
1. Develop your academic collaborations, student/ staff exchanges, international projects and activities.
2. Make new business connections with service providers in the higher education sector.
3. Share your experiences and best practices for internationalization of higher education.
4. Explore higher education systems, student mobility flows, recruitment dynamics in the Eurasian region.

Discuss challenges facing higher education today, explore new trends and discover innovative solutions.

For more details, please contact us at euras@euras-edu.org